
FirmFit™



The more comfortable the earplug,
the longer they’ll wear it.



FirmFit™

Some workers prefer firm foam earplugs.
They deserve the best in firm foam.

Longer wear time comfort:
More protection. Greater compliance.

We’ve Listened to Workers.
Extensive research into earplug preferences revealed that some  
workers prefer a firm foam earplug. They gain a sense of security from 
feeling the earplug in their ear. And while they like knowing the earplug  
is there, workers want greater comfort. FirmFit outperforms leading  
classic-style earplugs, providing workers with a more comfortable option. 

Softness you can feel
You can feel that FirmFit is soft when you hold it.

Less Pressure
FirmFit exerts low expansion pressure on the ear canal.

Greater Protection
NRR 30dB provides excellent protection in 
most medium-to-high noise environments.

Easy to insert
Requires less pressure to roll down. Slow recovery rate gives
you plenty of time to correctly insert in ear canal.

Easy to see
Distinct warning orange color makes compliance checks easy.



FirmFit™ Ordering Information

Part # Description Packaging Unit of Measure

FF-1 FirmFit uncorded polybag, 200 pair per box Box of 200

FF-30 FirmFit corded polybag, 100 pair per box Box of 100

FF-1-PB FirmFit uncorded, paperbag paperbag, 100 pair per box Box of 100

FF-30-PB FirmFit corded, paperbag paperbag, 100 pair per box Box of 100

FF-1-D FirmFit uncorded, dispenser refill 500 pair per box Box of 500

FF-LS4 FirmFit uncorded, dispenser refill 200 pair per box Box of 200

FirmFit™ Attenuation Data

Howard Leight® (FirmFit™) is tested according to ANSI S3.19-1974 at Michael & Associates, Inc.

Region – USA

Frequency Hz  125  250  500  1000  2000  3150  4000  6300  8000  NRR Value

Mean Value, dB  33.9  33.1  38.1  37.0  39.7  46.1  45.5  47.7  47.0 30 dB

Standard Deviation, dB  5.5  4.0  3.8  3.4  3.7  2.5  4.6  3.9  3.9

The global leader in hearing conservation.
For more than 30 years, we have pursued the prevention 

of occupational hearing loss through innovations in hearing 

protection design, technology, performance, comfort, and the 

promotion  of progressive Hearing Conservation programs. Because 

your workers deserve the best in  hearing protection.

Find out more and request free samples. HowardLeight.com/FirmFit

Lead them to safety. Honeywell can help.
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Honeywell Safety Products
900 Douglas Pike
Smithfield, RI 02917

Phone 800.430.5490
Fax 401.232.3112
www.howardleight.com


